
Happy Friday! Thank you for all of those who have been emailing us your pictures and work that you 

have completed this week. Remember you should be sending us something through at least once a 

week as we do love knowing how you are getting on year3@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk  

I hope you enjoy today’s challenges. Good luck and do your best! 

English Task  

SPAG:  

Present Perfect Tense – Remember present perfect is something that has happened in the 

past but is still important! For example, I have walked to the shops. Make sure you use have 

or has. Complete the chart below and then have a go at writing your own present perfect 

tense sentences.  

Past Present Present perfect 

walked walk I have walked 

 run  

 skip  

 draw  

 jump  

 fly  

 flap  

 

 Maths Task  

 
Using the information on this bar chart can you come up with some questions to ask 

someone else? 
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Foundation Subject Task 

Discuss environmental issues in the UK. Air pollution, climate change, litter, waste, and soil 

contamination are all examples of human activity that have an impact in the UK. What 

are the global environmental issues? Various processes that can be said to contribute to 

the global environmental problems include pollution, global warming, ozone depletion, 

acid rain, depletion of natural resources, overpopulation, waste disposal and 

deforestation ... These processes have a highly negative impact on our environment. 

Decide as a family how they could ‘do their bit’ to look after their environment e.g. you 

could set up a recycling station in their home; Paper, plastics and glass.  

Any further guidance 
I’d like to remind you of the many different ways you can access books to read these can be found 

on the school website https://www.suttonparkrsa.co.uk/reading/ Particularly I would like to draw 

your attention to get epic our class login is wrv1696 

Have a great weekend, relax, refresh and get outside! Mrs C 😊 

Mrs C 😊  
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